Fraxinus ornus

MANNA ASH

It is a large deciduous tree growing to 15-25 m tall with smooth dark grey bark. It has dense foliage rounded growth habit. The dark pinnate leaves turn yellow to a purplish colour in autumn. It has showy white flowers that cluster together and have a lovely scent.

A beautiful year-round specimen tree planted mainly for autumn colour.

Prefers a deep loam for best results. Adaptable to a range of sites but best in full sun position. Tolerates moderate drought and most conditions.

**Foliage**  Deciduous  
**Form**  Round  
**Mature Size**  20+ x 12m

Disclaimer: The material contained on the Speciality Trees website is for general information only. Although much care has been taken to provide the information on its website, Speciality Trees does not warrant the accuracy, completeness or currency of this information and its suitability to your needs. All material listed on the Speciality Trees website, its associated links and product sheets are varieties either ready for sale or in production. This is an information source and not confirmation of availability. It is strongly recommended that users enquire about product availability independently of this source.